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Daily Highlights

Reuters reports the new Coast Guard chief says the United States must close security gaps that
could let small boats packed with explosives slip into ports and stage attacks which could
cause massive damage to ports, oil facilities, cruise ships, or tankers.  (See item 17)

• 

The Associated Press reports the nation's governors are creating a 50−state panel, the
Homeland Security Advisors Council, to give the states a single voice on national plans to
prepare for threats from terrorists and natural disasters.  (See item 28)

• 

The Associated Press reports nearly five years after the September 11 attacks, most New York
City skyscrapers still lack radio repeaters, a potentially lifesaving piece of equipment that
allows firefighters to use walkie−talkies in the inner recesses of tall buildings.  (See item 40)

• 
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Energy Sector

Current Electricity Sector Threat Alert Levels: Physical: ELEVATED, Cyber:
ELEVATED
Scale: LOW, GUARDED, ELEVATED, HIGH, SEVERE [Source: ISAC for the Electricity Sector (ES−ISAC) −
http://www.esisac.com]

1. June 01, Associated Press — Failure of transformer led to reactor shutdown in York
County. The failure of one of dozens of transformers at the Catawba Nuclear Station in South
Carolina led to a number of problems which resulted in both reactors at the York County power
plant being shut down, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) said. The reactors, which
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shut down Saturday, May 20, have been turned back on. Duke Power officials responded well
to the problem with the exception of not notifying federal officials faster, according to the
NRC, which presented their preliminary report on the incident Wednesday, May 31. The report
found three failures: current transformers at the plant were miscalibrated, leading to the reactor
shutdown; workers were more than an hour late telling federal regulators; and seals that protect
backup generators from seeping groundwater were in poor condition and led to a later
shutdown of the backup generator. When the transformer shut down May 20, overly sensitive
safety breakers turned off much of the switchyard, causing the reactors to go down, the report
said. Investigators found the safety setting at the switchyard hadn't been changed in decades,
even though electric generation at the plant had increased.
Source: http://www.thestate.com/mld/thestate/news/local/14711569.htm

2. June 01, Pacific Insights (New Zealand) — Niueans to go without electricity for three weeks.
Niueans may have to live on their tiny South Pacific island for up to three weeks while waiting
for a new power generator. The destruction this week of the island’s only power station after an
explosion and fire has caused chaos. Without power to reticulate water, the island’s population
of around 1,300 have to ration water supplies. Officials are uncertain of how the fire started. As
the Niue government pleads for New Zealand to urgently provide a new generator, disaster
management officials are trying to ensure the island can cope in survival mode. They’re hoping
the New Zealand Air Force can provide an aircraft to transport a generator and associated
equipment to the island. According to Premier Young Vivian, Niue has small emergency
generators for its airport, new hospital, telecommunications, and broadcasting station but it is
unlikely they could cater to the needs of 600 households. An irony in the power calamity is the
fact that the myriad of 400 to 800−gallon water tanks Niue householders used to own were
deliberately destroyed about 15 years ago on the advice of foreign health officials worried the
structures would harbor dengue fever−bearing mosquitoes.
Source: http://www.scoop.co.nz/stories/HL0606/S00017.htm

3. June 01, San Antonio Business Journal (TX) — Lightning storm ignites fire at Valero's
Corpus Christi refinery. Valero Energy Corp.'s refinery in Corpus Christi, TX, was damaged
Wednesday night, May 31, by a fire in a storage tank that occurred during a thunderstorm. The
fire is believed to have been started by a lightening strike. No one was injured in the fire.
According to Valero spokesperson Mary Rose Brown, the fire started around 1 a.m. CDT in an
"oily water" storage tank near the dock. The tank is designed to contain storm water run off as
part of the company's wastewater treatment operation. The fire was contained within the storage
tank. "We do not have a a clear assessment of production impact or needed repairs," Brown
says. The refinery has a throughput capacity of about 340,000 barrels per day.
Source: http://sanantonio.bizjournals.com/sanantonio/stories/2006/05 /29/daily19.html

4. May 31, WTVJ−TV (FL) — Scam artist pretended to be FPL worker. A Hollywood, FL,
resident was literally in the dark when a scam artist posing as a Florida Power & Light (FPL)
employee robbed him of $200. Sam Goldberg said the lights went out at his home last week.
Shortly after, a man posing as an FPL worker knocked on the door. The man was wearing a
yellow hardhat and reflective vest and said he and other FPL workers were replacing power
poles nearby. He needed to check the home's electrical sockets. "I sort of surmised something
was phony," Goldberg said. "But this is what threw me off −− the hat and this vest that he
wears. That's what threw me off. He had a big wire, a big extension wire, across the shoulders."
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Police said the scammer had flipped a switch outside Goldberg's house, and while he was
inside, he stole $200 from a bedroom dresser. Officials with the utilities company say Goldberg
is possibly the latest victim of a group which poses as FPL employees to gain access to homes.
Source: http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/13071970/

5. May 25, Contra Costa Times (CA) — During outage, bug zappers can help. New outage
detection devices are being installed on Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E) power line distribution
circuits throughout the Tri−Valley in California. PG&E says residents may spot the black
flashing devices, which they describe as resembling high−tech bug zappers. The Tri−Valley
distribution lines stretch over 160 miles and serve about 10,700 electric customers. The
"flashing fault indicators" are designed to aid emergency crews trying to locate downed power
lines during severe weather situations. When the instruments detect a problem on an overhead
power line, the bright lights begin to flash.
Source: http://www.contracostatimes.com/mld/cctimes/news/local/state
s/california/14663350.htm

[Return to top]

Chemical Industry and Hazardous Materials Sector

6. June 01, CBS 4 (FL) — Chlorine leak at Florida strip mall prompts business closure. A
chlorine tank that holds as much as 1600 gallons, began to leak late Wednesday night, May 31,
at Leslie's Pool Supplies store in a Pompano Beach, FL, strip mall. Authorities sent Hazmat
crews to clean up the chlorine which leaked onto the streets of the strip mall and into the
surrounding businesses. Leslie’s Pool Supplies and the nearby shops remained closed through
Thursday, June 1.
Source: http://cbs4.com/topstories/local_story_152121756.html

[Return to top]

Defense Industrial Base Sector

7. May 31, Aviation Now — Australia's need for unmanned aerial vehicles becomes critical.
Autonomous unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are seen by senior Australian planners as
fundamental to the nation's network−centric, warfighting capabilities beyond 2020. Australian
planners don't see either the U.S.−built Predator or Global Hawk, as presently configured, as
the answer to their near−term, wide−area surveillance needs. They want a system that carries
the new active electronically scanned array radar−based system that allows both land and
maritime mode surveillance of large areas and on−board automation that makes automatic
shifts through various radar modes as well as cueing electro−optical sensors for additional
imagery. "Our budget won't allow us to do everything," says Air Commodore Chris Deeble,
director general of aerospace development for the Royal Australian Air Force. "The sweet spot
is if you can get a high−altitude long−endurance vehicle and a tactical UAV to interoperate"
and then eliminate the intermediate size aircraft. Australian officials want a surveillance system
that can collect multiple types of intelligence, cover large swaths of territory and move from
place to place very rapidly. They do not want limited−area reconnaissance that they feel UAVs
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like Global Hawk and Predator offer.
Source: http://www.aviationnow.com/avnow/news/channel_aerospacedaily
_story.jsp?id=news/ausuav05316.xml

8. May 31, Government Accountability Office — GAO−06−692: Cooperative Threat
Reduction: DoD Needs More Reliable Data to Better Estimate the Cost and Schedule of
the Shchuch'ye Facility (Report). Since 1992, Congress has authorized the Department of
Defense (DoD) to provide more than $1 billion for the Cooperative Threat Reduction program
to help the Russian Federation construct a chemical weapons destruction facility at Shchuch’ye
to eliminate about 14 percent of its stockpile. Over the past several years, DoD has faced
numerous challenges that have increased the estimated cost of the facility from about $750
million to more than $1 billion and delayed the facility’s operation from 2006 until 2009. In this
report, the Government Accountability Office (GAO) (1) assesses the facility’s progress,
schedule, and cost and (2) reviews the status of Russia’s efforts to destroy all of its chemical
weapons. GAO recommends that the Secretary of Defense direct the Defense Threat Reduction
Agency and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to (1) ensure that the earned value management
(EVM) system contains valid and reliable data, (2) set aside a portion of the contractor’s award
fee until the EVM system produces reliable data, and (3) require the contractor to perform an
integrated baseline review after awarding the contract for completing Building 101. DoD
concurred with GAO's recommendation.
Highlights: http://www.gao.gov/highlights/d06692high.pdf
Source: http://www.gao.gov/cgi−bin/getrpt?GAO−06−692

9. May 31, Government Accountability Office — GAO−06−473: Defense Management: Actions
Needed to Improve Operational Planning and Visibility of Costs for Ballistic Missile
Defense (Report). The Department of Defense (DoD) has spent about $91 billion since the
mid−1980s to develop a capability to destroy incoming ballistic missiles. In 2002, President
Bush directed that an initial set of defensive ballistic missile capabilities be put in place in
2004. Although DoD is developing the Ballistic Missile Defense System (BMDS) to meet an
urgent need, preparing to operate and support a system under continuous development poses
significant challenges. The Government Accountability Office (GAO) was asked to assess the
extent to which (1) DoD has made progress in planning to operate the BMDS, and (2) the
Future Years Defense Program provides complete and transparent data on BMDS operational
costs. GAO is recommending that DoD develop operational criteria that must be met and a
comprehensive plan specifying actions that must be taken before declaring BMDS operational,
and provide Congress and DoD complete data on BMDS operational costs. Although DoD
concurred or partially concurred with GAO's recommendations, DoD did not state that they
planned to take corrective actions. Therefore, GAO added a Matter for Congressional
Consideration because GAO continues to believe its recommended actions are needed to
prepare for BMDS operations and assist oversight.
Highlights: http://www.gao.gov/highlights/d06473high.pdf
Source: http://www.gao.gov/cgi−bin/getrpt?GAO−06−473

[Return to top]

Banking and Finance Sector
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10.June 01, Finextra — Fed closes more check processing centers. The U.S. Federal Reserve is
shutting down three more check processing centers in San Francisco, CA, Kansas City, KS, and
Helena, MT, will be shut down in late 2007 or the first half of 2008. Since 2003 the Fed has cut
the number of check processing centers in the U.S. from 45 to just 18 as more consumers and
businesses continue to switch from paper to electronic payments. The Fed says its most recent
study shows that about 37 billion checks were paid in the U.S. in 2003 −− down from 42 billion
in 2001 and 50 billion in 1995 −− and warns that further restructuring will be necessary as
volumes continue to decline and as more depository institutions begin to collect checks
electronically following the introduction of Check 21. The Check Clearing for the 21st Century
Act (Check 21), which became effective on October 28, 2004, is designed to foster innovation
in the payments system and to enhance its efficiency by reducing some of the legal
impediments to check truncation.
Additional information on Check 21:
http://www.federalreserve.gov/paymentsystems/truncation/
Source: http://finextra.com/fullstory.asp?id=15380

11.June 01, Associated Press — Personal data of student borrowers lost. Personal information
of 1.3 million Texas Guaranteed Student Loan Corp. borrowers was lost when a contractor's
piece of equipment was lost, the company said. The piece of equipment, which has not been
identified by the company, included only the borrowers' names and Social Security numbers.
The company said there is no evidence the information has been misused. Texas Guaranteed
said it will notify the affected borrowers by mail starting this week. The equipment, lost
Wednesday, May 24, contains information on about ten percent of the company's borrowers.
Company officials said encrypted electronic files containing the data were sent to an office for
Toronto−based Hummingbird Ltd., which helps companies manage large amounts of
information. Barry Litwin of Hummingbird said it is "extremely unlikely" that someone would
use the information inappropriately because it is password−protected "many times over."
Source: http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20060601/ap_on_re_us/identity_the ft_1

12.May 31, Pioneer Press (MN) — Minnesotans get new tool to fight ID theft. Minnesotans will
have a new weapon to protect themselves against the fast−growing crime of identity theft,
thanks to a bill signed into law Tuesday, May 30, by Governor Tim Pawlenty. Beginning
August 1, Minnesotans can stop credit bureaus from releasing their personal financial
information without their permission by requesting a "security freeze" be placed on their
names. If an individual wants to share "frozen" information with a bank, credit−card company
or store, the person can "thaw" it by contacting the credit bureau. The law says credit bureaus
can take no longer than three days to thaw an account and should make it a goal to do so within
15 minutes to allow consumers to take advantage of in−store instant credit offers.
Source: http://www.twincities.com/mld/twincities/business/14702856.h
tm?source=rss&channel=twincities_business

13.May 31, Websense Security Labs — Multiple Phishing Alert: Ste. Croix Regional Federal
Credit Union, U.S. New Mexico Federal Credit Union, Guardian Federal Credit Union,
Mid−Atlantic Federal Credit Union, Oregon First Community Credit Union. Websense
Security Labs has received reports of several new phishing attacks in which users are sent a
spoofed e−mail message and prompted to respond with personal information.
A spoofed e−mail sent to customers of Ste. Croix Regional Federal Credit Union claims that
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they have been selected to take a survey for an account credit of $50.
Screenshot: http://www.websensesecuritylabs.com/alerts/alert.php?AlertID =499
A spoofed e−mail sent to customers of U.S. New Mexico Federal Credit Union claims that due
to multiple login failures, their account could be compromised and now has limited access.
Screenshot: http://www.websensesecuritylabs.com/alerts/alert.php?AlertID =500
A spoofed e−mail sent to customers of Virginia−based Guardian Federal Credit Union claims
that they have been selected to take a survey for a credit of $30.
Screenshot: http://www.websensesecuritylabs.com/alerts/alert.php?AlertID =501
A spoofed e−mail sent to customers of Maryland−based Mid−Atlantic Federal Credit Union
claims that due to unauthorized access to some accounts, their account was suspended and
requires account verification. Additionally the user is warned of fraudulent survey e−mails
promising $30.
Screenshot: http://www.websensesecuritylabs.com/alerts/alert.php?AlertID =502
A spoofed e−mail sent to customers of Oregon First Community Credit Union claims that due
to new security measures they must update their account.
Screenshot: http://www.websensesecuritylabs.com/alerts/alert.php?AlertID =503
Source: http://www.websensesecuritylabs.com/alerts

14.May 31, TechWeb — Online safety survey spots big disconnect. Consumers say that they
know how to stay safe on the Internet, but they don't practice what they preach, a survey
released Wednesday, May 31, concluded. Conducted for the National Cyber Security Alliance
(NCSA), the poll showed that while nearly nine in ten American consumers were confident
they could spot phishing e−mails, more than six in ten couldn't separate legitimate messages
from fraudulent, fake mail. When asked to identify fake sites from a line−up, three out of ten
rated them as extremely or very safe; likewise, only a third thought a real page was safe. Ron
Teixeira, NCSA's executive director, said "That's what really surprised me...How few people
could determine phishing versus legitimate mail, how quick they were to say everything was a
phishing e−mail...Their sense of confidence in their ability to identify scams is misplaced." The
study found that consumers are ready and willing to try alternatives to the basic
username−password combination that secures most sites. Nearly seven in ten are willing to try
additional layers of log−in security, such as answering personal questions about themselves to
confirm their identity.
Online Fraud Report: http://staysafeonline.org/news/onlinefraudreportfinal.pdf
Source: http://www.techweb.com/wire/security/188700329;jsessionid=MY
PZJRGKFFIIOQSNDBCCKHSCJUMEKJVN

[Return to top]

Transportation and Border Security Sector

15.June 01, London Free Press (United Kingdom) — London airport returns to normal after
morning evacuation. A grenade−shaped belt buckle stored in a passenger’s checked luggage
sparked a total evacuation of the London International Airport early Thursday, June 1. The
replica pineapple grenade, which had been turned into a belt buckle, was detected by the
airport’s security system. London police and the explosive−disposal unit were called to the
airport and a full evacuation was ordered by airport officials. The owner of the luggage was
found and soon after, the apparent weapon was discovered to be a replica grenade accessory.
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Source: http://lfpress.ca/newsstand/News/Local/2006/06/01/1609927.ht ml

16.June 01, CBS 2 (CA) — Police Chief: Approved bill is mistake. Los Angeles Police Chief
William Bratton on Thursday, June 1, called the prospect of transferring specialized functions
at Los Angeles International Airport (LAX) from the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD)
to airport police would be a mistake. LAPD officials have said a recently approved state
Assembly bill that would transfer power from specially trained LAPD units to LAX police
would create confusion and uncertainty in the event of a terrorist strike at the airport. LAPD
officials have complained that the bill would essentially give two agencies jurisdiction over the
airport, creating a conflict over lines of responsibility. Airport police argue that the change is
necessary because they have added concerns about security and terrorism.
Source: http://cbs2.com/topstories/local_story_152124245.html

17.June 01, Reuters — U.S. at risk from boats packed with explosives. The United States must
close security gaps that could let small boats packed with explosives slip into ports and stage
attacks like the one that killed 17 men on the U.S. warship Cole in Yemen, the new Coast
Guard chief said on Wednesday, May 31. Admiral Thad Allen, who took over as commandant
of the Coast Guard last week, said officials had to do more to help thwart such stealthy strikes,
which could cause massive damage to ports, oil facilities, cruise ships, or tankers. "Our own
threat analysis and vulnerability analysis tell us there is a significant threat by vessel−borne
improvised explosive devices," Allen said.. Allen is in charge of the United States' maritime
security, including along its 95,000 miles of shoreline and at its 360 primary commercial ports.
As one of his first goals in office, Allen is devising a new security strategy over the next few
months, which will look at issues such as the small−boat threat, as well as the feasibility of
licensing a broader range of boats or imposing exclusion zones around some high−risk areas.
Source: http://asia.news.yahoo.com/060601/3/2lc8e.html

18.May 31, Government Accountability Office — GAO−06−623: United States Coast Guard:
Improvements Needed in Management and Oversight of Rescue System Acquisition
(Report). Search and rescue—one of the United States Coast Guard’s (USCG) oldest missions
and highest priorities—involves minimizing loss of life, injury, and property damage by aiding
people and boats in distress. In September 2002, USCG contracted to replace its search and
rescue communications system—installed in the 1970s—with a new system known as Rescue
21. However, the acquisition and initial implementation of Rescue 21 has resulted in significant
cost overruns and schedule delays. The Government Accountability Office’s (GAO) objectives
in reviewing the Rescue 21 program were to (1) assess the reasons for the significant cost
overruns and implementation delays; (2) evaluate the viability of the revised cost and schedule
estimates; and (3) evaluate the impact of the implementation delays. GAO recommends that the
Commandant of USCG ensure that executive−level management oversees Rescue 21’s progress
toward cost and schedule milestones and manages risks; establishes milestones to complete an
integrated baseline review; and develops revised cost and schedule estimates. The Department
of Homeland Security agreed with the recommendations and has begun to implement them;
however, the department expressed concerns with selected aspects of the report.
Highlights: http://www.gao.gov/highlights/d06623high.pdf
Source: http://www.gao.gov/cgi−bin/getrpt?GAO−06−623

19.
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May 31, Transportation Security Administration — Trace portal machines deployed to
Albuquerque International Sunport. The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) on
Wednesday, May 31, announced that it has deployed two explosives detection trace portals to
the passenger security checkpoint at Albuquerque International Sunport (ABQ). The
state−of−the−art machines further enhance TSA’s ability to detect explosives at the checkpoint
and have added customer service benefits. “The trace portals support TSA’s risk based
approach, as they focus on the greatest threat of explosives,” said Melvin Carraway, TSA’s
Federal Security Director at ABQ. Passengers identified for additional screening will walk
through the trace portal for explosives detection screening. As they enter the trace portal, they
will be asked to stand still for a few seconds while several “bursts” of air are released,
dislodging microscopic particles from passengers that are then collected and analyzed for traces
of explosives. A computerized voice indicates when a passenger may exit the portal. Security
officers will take necessary and appropriate steps to resolve any alarms.
Source: http://www.tsa.gov/public/display?theme=44&content=090005198 01e9264

[Return to top]

Postal and Shipping Sector

20.June 01, Leavenworth Times (KS) — FBI and Hazmat investigate powdery substance at
Leavenworth penitentiary post office. Members of the FBI and the Leavenworth Fire
Department Hazmat team responded to the U.S. Penitentiary (USP) in Leavenworth, KS, on
Wednesday, May 31, to investigate what was described as a powdery substance found in mail.
The matter is still under investigation. Items collected by firefighters were turned over to the
FBI to be tested in Topeka, said Capt. Shawn Kell, Leavenworth Fire Department. He said no
one showed signs of illness from exposure to whatever the substance was. Firefighters
monitored for explosives, toxicity, and radiological material. USP spokesperson Jack Fox said
the powdery substance was discovered when a letter was opened at the receiving depot where
all mail arrives. He said the depot is on the prison grounds but outside of the facility’s secured
perimeter. Fox said the area was evacuated and isolated.
Source: http://www.leavenworthtimes.com/articles/2006/06/01/news/new s03.txt

[Return to top]

Agriculture Sector

21.June 01, Agricultural Research Service — Halting black raspberry decline. A new virus
associated with black raspberry decline has been identified by Agricultural Research Service
(ARS) scientists in Oregon, the nation's primary producer of black raspberries. According to
research leader and plant pathologist Robert Martin, decline is generally a symptom of a virus
complex. However, plants infected with the newly identified black raspberry
decline−associated virus (BRDaV) will show symptoms even if the plant has no other diseases.
In affected plants, BRDaV causes yellow, puckered and spotted leaves, yield reduction and
cane dieback—the gradual death of shoots, branches and roots, from the tip inward. Decline
shortens a plant's life expectancy from several decades to three to four years, with severe
economic repercussions. Identifying BRDaV as a cause of decline is an important step towards
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controlling the disease. The team learned that BRDaV hitches a ride on the raspberry aphid
Amphorophora agathonica. In fact, spread rates appear to be directly related to aphid numbers.
This suggests that controlling the aphid population could slow the disease's proliferation. The
researchers also learned that BRDaV can infect other commercial and native Rubus berry plants
−−such as blackberry and raspberry −− without triggering symptoms, making isolation from
other commercial berry plantings an important part of any disease−control strategy.
Source: http://www.ars.usda.gov/News/docs.htm?docid=1261

22.June 01, USAgNet — Mystery disease afflicts cows in Cambodia. An unknown disease has
killed seven cows and sickened others in Baek Chan commune's Trapeang Proy village in the
Kandal province of Cambodia since May 24 and much of the butchered meat has been put on
sale in Phnom Penh, local media reported on Tuesday, May 30. The cows, which were from
one− to three−years−old and belonged to different villagers, stopped grazing and their legs
became stiff before they died, according to their owners. The cows showed signs of illness for
only a short time before they died. A veterinarian in the village said that the cows may have
died of a kind of furuncle disease. Many cows have been falling sick, villagers said.
Source: http://www.usagnet.com/story−national.cfm?Id=1044&yr=2006

23.May 31, Western Farm Press — White mold strikes heavy in garbanzos. Lingering wet and
cool conditions in California garbanzo fields this spring ignited outbreaks of white mold and
challenged plant breeders to find new varieties resistant to the lethal disease. Carol Frate,
Tulare County farm advisor, said Sclerotinia sclerotiorum or S. trifoliorum, or perhaps both, are
believed to cause white mold. The mold, plus Ascochyta blight and a complex of viruses, are
the major diseases of garbanzos. Sclerotinia survive in the soil for several years. When its
irregular, black sclerotia are within two inches of the soil surface during several weeks of
moisture and temperatures around 39 degrees F., they can generate spores that infect legumes.
Spores live in decaying crop residue and can move by direct contact above ground, aerially, or
via roots. The disease often collapses garbanzo plants at the soil line and favors heavy canopies.
This year many infections were seen high in garbanzo plants in fields with no history of the
crop, and Frate said one route of infection could be aerial forms from nearby fields of
garbanzos or other hosts, including alfalfa, sunflower, and rapeseed.
Source: http://westernfarmpress.com/news/05−31−06−white−mold−garbanz os/

[Return to top]

Food Sector

24.May 31, Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service — Importation of baby carrots and
baby corn from Zambia allowed. The U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Animal and Plant
Health Inspection Service (APHIS) is amending its fruits and vegetables regulations to allow,
under certain conditions, the importation of baby sweet corn and fresh baby carrots from
Zambia into the continental U.S. Based on the scientific evidence of a recent pest risk analysis,
these products can be safely imported from Zambia, provided certain conditions are met, to
continue to protect the U.S. against introductions of plant pests and diseases. Both commodities
are subject to inspection upon arrival in the U.S. and have to be accompanied by a
phytosanitary certificate, declaring the origin of the products and that they are free of
quarantine pests. APHIS is requiring an additional declaration for baby sweet corn stating that
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the commodity has been inspected and found free of Phomopis jaczewski, a fungus present in
Zambia that affects corn kernels. APHIS is also requiring that an additional declaration
accompany all imported baby carrots stating that the carrots have been inspected and found free
of Meloidogyne ethiopica, a root−knot nematode.
Source: http://www.aphis.usda.gov/newsroom/content/2006/05/zcorn.sht ml

25.May 31, Food Safety and Inspection Service — Outreach program to assist small and very
small plants. The U.S. Department of Agriculture's Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS)
Wednesday, May 31, announced an initiative to provide the assistance necessary for small and
very small plant owners to further improve their establishments' food safety programs. The
program will feature a toll free number and webpage to assist small plants and better access to
technical resources, including scientific validation materials and education and training
information. FSIS will assess the needs of the small and very small plants as well as evaluate
the effectiveness of agency programs designed to assist them, on a continuing basis. Additional
aspects of the program will include utilizing FSIS employees to meet proactively with small
and very small plants to get more details about their specific needs and provide joint training
sessions for small and very small plants and FSIS employees. Small and very small plants
comprise about 90 percent of the approximately 6,000 federally inspected meat, poultry and egg
product plants in the U.S. A small plant has between 10 and 500 employees and generates more
than $2.5 million in annual sales. A very small plant employs fewer than 10 people or generates
less than $2.5 million in annual sales.
Strategic Plan: http://www.fsis.usda.gov/PDF/Strategic_Plan_SVS_Plant_Outrea ch.pdf
Source: http://www.fsis.usda.gov/News_&_Events/NR_053106_01/index.as p

[Return to top]

Water Sector

Nothing to report.
[Return to top]

Public Health Sector

26.June 01, Clarion News (PA) — Visual software identifies inflections. Through a grant from
the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
purchased disease identification software for 45 hospitals across the state. The software helps
doctors diagnose visually identifiable conditions such as rashes from a variety of causes
including bioterrorism, drug reactions, diseases and viruses. Doctors also can view x−rays of
people who have particular ailments like bird flu or anthrax and compare those with their
patient’s x−rays. The software contains more than 10,000 medical photographs of nearly 600
diseases. A healthcare professional has the ability to compare one type of rash to another such
as chickenpox to smallpox. The program also is helpful because the average primary care
physician receives about four hours of dermatology training and may have never seen some
illnesses in person. The program also offers tests to determine if doctors are correct in their
diagnosis and ways to treat the particular illnesses.
Source: http://www2.theclarionnews.com/General_News/54389.shtml
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27.May 31, Agence France−Presse — Fifty−four people in Indonesian bird flu quarantine.
More than 50 people who may have come into contact with an Indonesian family decimated by
bird flu have been placed in voluntary quarantine, the World Health Organization (WHO) said.
The WHO said no new cases of infection by the H5N1 avian influenza virus have been detected
since May 22 in the affected village in North Sumatra, where seven members of the same
family were confirmed to have died earlier this month. However, as a precaution, Indonesian
health authorities will keep monitoring the village for three more weeks. The people in
quarantine, who include family members and other close contacts, are receiving the
anti−influenza drug Tamiflu as a precaution and are being checked daily for flu symptoms.
Earlier this month, fears of possible human−to−human transmission of avian influenza were
heightened after it was confirmed that the family members had died.
Source: http://news.yahoo.com/s/afp/20060531/wl_asia_afp/healthfluin
donesiawho_060531185556;_ylt=Amav7On9cszjDdSkCX.32meJOrgF;_y
lu=X3oDMTA5aHJvMDdwBHNlYwN5bmNhdA−−

[Return to top]

Government Sector

28.June 01, Associated Press — States setting up homeland security panel. Seeking a bigger say
in homeland security decisions, the nation's governors are creating a 50−state panel to give the
states a single voice on national plans to prepare for threats from terrorists and natural disasters.
The Homeland Security Advisors Council will aim to resolve problems between the federal and
state governments that predate the 2002 creation of the U.S. Department of Homeland Security,
from intelligence to funding to sharing National Guard resources. The council will work
through the National Governors Association (NGA), with each governor appointing a top
security official. The council plans to meet at least twice a year to share best practices and
improve interstate communications. The formation of the council comes a month after a survey
of state homeland security directors found widespread dissatisfaction with the way the federal
government works with states.
NGA Survey: http://www.nga.org/Files/pdf/0604HLSDIRSURVEY.pdf
Source: http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp−dyn/content/article/2006/06
/01/AR2006060100137.html

[Return to top]

Emergency Services Sector

29.June 01, USA Today — Poll: Residents in hurricane−vulnerable states remain unfazed by
hurricane threat. Mock disaster drills from the Northeast to Texas have tested local and
regional response. States and cities have revamped evacuation plans and set up Websites to
encourage residents to prepare and store extra provisions. But Max Mayfield, director of the
National Hurricane Center in Miami, says people have to wake up. Despite lots of pre−season
publicity, he says many people along hurricane coasts are not poised for the next tropical storm.
Mayfield sees trouble in a recent poll of coastal residents in 12 Atlantic and Gulf states. The
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survey of 1,100 people by Mason−Dixon Polling & Research found that more than half don't
feel vulnerable to hurricanes, and three in five have no family disaster plan. The poll, released
in mid−May by the National Hurricane Survival Initiative, also found that more than two−thirds
of the respondents have no hurricane survival kit. And half erroneously believe that masking
tape makes windows shatterproof in a storm. Thirteen percent say they wouldn't evacuate, even
if ordered to leave. One reason for apathy may be timing. Although hurricane season began
Thursday, June 1, June and July rarely record a tropical storm more than once every other year.
Mason−Dixon Poll results: http://www.hurricanesafety.org/newpoll.shtml
Source: http://www.usatoday.com/weather/hurricane/2006−05−31−season− starts_x.htm

30.June 01, Houston Chronicle — Hotel chain prepares for hurricane season 2006. With nearly
a year behind them, companies in Texas, such as the Hilton Americas hotel chain, seem to have
learned the lessons of Hurricanes Rita and Katrina. "We saw the struggles they went through in
New Orleans," said Anna Drake, public relations and marketing manager for the Hilton
Americas−Houston. From that up−close experience of lending a helping hand to its
water−logged sister properties, the Hilton Americas learned some critical lessons about
communications. One of the most important lessons was to invest in a satellite phone system so
the hotel doesn't have to rely on cell phones. The Hilton Americas also bought two−way radios
so employees can communicate with the company's other properties in Houston. The hotel also
made sure it has supplies on hand for the cleanup, such as a lot of bleach and bug spray for the
pesky critters that come out after the storms. And to make sure employees and guests can find
their way around, the hotel has stocked 2,000 flashlights already complete with batteries and
5,000 glow sticks.
Source: http://www.chron.com/disp/story.mpl/business/3915671.html

31.June 01, Houston Chronicle — Hurricane Rita taught Houston officials lessons on essential
workers. After making landfall as a Category 3 storm on the Texas−Louisiana border in
September, Rita caused many agencies to rethink their definitions of essential workers and
whether the safety of their families should be considered. Some Houston−area cities set a stern
example for future emergencies by firing or suspending employees who failed to show up for
work. Under state law, employers can order personnel to stay on the job to protect the general
public or restore vital services. In return, the employer must provide workers adequate
emergency shelter. The Texas state hurricane preparedness plan doesn't address the problem of
first responders' families, said Rachael Novier, a spokesperson in the governor's office. Instead,
each agency is encouraged to develop its own plans for workers' families. Houston broadened
its definition of essential workers after Rita to have a more diverse group on hand during a
disaster, said Joe Laud, spokesperson for the emergency center. With no janitors at the center
during the hurricane, Laud said, "elected officials were cleaning and picking up garbage." Now,
janitors are considered essential.
Source: http://www.chron.com/disp/story.mpl/metropolitan/3915665.htm l

[Return to top]

Information Technology and Telecommunications Sector

32.June 01, IDG News Service — Motorola buys UK mobile software company. Number two
handset maker Motorola said on Thursday, June 1, that it agreed to buy mobile phone
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technology developer TTP Communications for $193 million. The companies have worked
together historically, with TTP supplying its application platform to Motorola for use in
low−cost mass market phones. Motorola said it plans to keep TTP Communications' 575
employees and that the company will remain based in Cambridge, England.
Source: http://www.infoworld.com/article/06/06/01/78821_HNmotorolabu ysmobile_1.html

33.June 01, IDG News Service — Oracle snaps up supply chain management vendor. Oracle is
to acquire yet another business applications vendor, this time scooping up supply chain
management company Demantra for an undisclosed sum, Oracle announced Thursday, June 1.
Demantra's software includes analytics tools that help big businesses forecast demand for their
products, as well as applications for planning sales and promotional activities. Oracle hopes to
close the acquisition later this month. It's the latest in a string of acquisitions by Oracle to
broaden its applications division and help it compete more effectively with main rival SAP.
Source: http://www.infoworld.com/article/06/06/01/78822_HNoraclesupp lychain_1.html

34.June 01, Agence France−Presse — Telekom Malaysia leads consortium to build undersea
cable to link with U.S. Telekom Malaysia has said it has signed a Memorandum of
Understanding with seven Asian partners to build an undersea broadband cable system linking
Southeast Asia with the United States. Malaysia's largest telecom company said the cable
system will route between Malaysia and the U.S. through Hong Kong, the Philippines, Guam
and Hawaii, with branches into Singapore, Thailand, Brunei Darussalam and Vietnam. The
12,400−mile−long cable, to be known as Asia−America Gateway, will be completed in early
2008 with a minimum design capacity of 1.28 terabits.
Source: http://news.yahoo.com/s/afp/20060601/tc_afp/malaysiatelecom;
_ylt=AnfPWfR0.m8pvBFITqpxH4wjtBAF;_ylu=X3oDMTA0cDJlYmhvBHNlY wM−

35.June 01, CNET News — Telecommunications companies call for legal fixes after Katrina.
Days after Hurricane Katrina pummeled the Gulf Coast last August, repair crews hoping to
restore a damaged telephone network were temporarily blocked by government officials who
refused to give phone company workers permission to enter a disaster−stricken area. Through
private correspondence and in public statements, telecommunications companies are calling on
President Bush and the Department of Homeland Security to change the way the government
responds to a natural disaster, and a federal panel is expected to release a report in two weeks.
One answer would be to change federal policy and recognize telecommunications workers as
"emergency responders." That designation would let them work more closely with authorities
on the scene and to obtain "nonmonetary" federal help, such as security escorts and "priority"
access to fuel, water and shelter. The telecommunications industry argues that
more−conservative interpretations of the Stafford Act −− a federal law that outlines a
framework for disaster relief primarily to state and local governments −− could block or
significantly delay federal assistance. This is because the text of the Stafford Act discusses
relief for "private nonprofit" organizations, but does not specifically mention how for−profit
companies should be treated.
Source: http://news.com.com/Telecoms+call+for+legal+fixes+after+Katr
ina/2100−1037_3−6078811.html?tag=nefd.lede

36.June 01, Pueblo Chieftain (CO) — Contractor cut Qwest cable in Colorado. A construction
worker in Huerfano County cut a Qwest fiber optic cable between Walsenburg and Pueblo,
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severing cable TV, Internet and phone service to thousands of Southern Colorado residents
Tuesday, May 30. The outage affected the 8,000−square−mile San Luis Valley, as well as the
Trinidad and Walsenburg areas, for five hours. The outage also affected 911 service. The patrol
was able to bypass the problem by using microwave towers, but residents outside the Alamosa
exchange could not contact the patrol.
Source: http://www.chieftain.com/metro/1149176562/22

37.May 31, Security Focus — Microsoft Word unspecified remote code execution
vulnerability. Microsoft Word is prone to an unspecified remote code execution vulnerability.
Analysis: Reports indicate that this issue can allow remote attackers to execute arbitrary code
on a vulnerable computer by supplying a malicious Word document to a user. This issue is
being actively exploited in the wild to place a backdoor named Backdoor.Ginwui on targeted
computers through a trojan named Trojan.Mdropper.H.
For a complete list of vulnerable products: http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/18037/info
Solution: Currently, Security Focus is not aware of any vendor−supplied patches for this issue.
Source: http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/18037/references

38.May 31, InfoWorld — European Union launches network security campaign. Europe
remains woefully unaware of the security risks to computer networks, the European
Commission said Wednesday, May 31, as it unveiled a new awareness campaign called IT
Security for Europe. The Commission wants to compare national policies on network and
information security to improve the dialogue among public authorities across the European
Union, to identify best practices and to raise the security awareness of end−users. ENISA, the
European Network and Information Security Agency in Heraklion, Greece, will be entrusted to
develop a data collection plan to handle security incidents and measure levels of consumer
confidence from all over Europe.
Source: http://www.infoworld.com/article/06/05/31/78787_HNeunetworks
ecurity_1.html?source=rss&url=http://www.infoworld.com/artic
le/06/05/31/78787_HNeunetworksecurity_1.html

Internet Alert Dashboard

DHS/US−CERT Watch Synopsis

Over the preceding 24 hours, there has been no cyber activity which constitutes
an unusual and significant threat to Homeland Security, National Security, the
Internet, or the Nation's critical infrastructures.

US−CERT Operations Center Synopsis: US−CERT continues to receive reports of
data theft that targets online users and Federal government web sites. Recently,
Veteran Affairs data was stolen from the home computer system of a Veterans
Affairs (VA) employee. This data contained large amounts of personally identifiable
information, such as, names, social security numbers, and dates of birth. Over 26
million veterans and some spouses are affected by this incident. The VA is
continuing to investigate this issue and working to inform affected parties of this
incident so that the appropriate steps can be taken to protect against this information
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being misused. US−CERT recommends that users take the following measures to
protect against data theft:

Encrypt sensitive data on your local hard drive and back up mediums.

Attend Security Awareness training to gain a better understanding of your
organization's policies and procedures for handling sensitive data.

Restrict access to sensitive data from Internet connected systems.

For additional information, please review the following URL:
http://www.first.gov/veteransinfo

Active Exploitation of a Vulnerability in Microsoft Word

US−CERT is currently researching a zero day vulnerability in Microsoft Word.
US−CERT and Microsoft will continue to investigate the public reports to help
provide additional guidance as necessary. There is currently no patch available for
this vulnerability. For more information please review the following:

Cyber Security Tip: http://www.us−cert.gov/cas/tips/ST04−010.html

Microsoft Security Advisory (919637):
http://www.microsoft.com/technet/security/advisory/919637.ms pxEAF

We will continue to update current activity as more information becomes available.

PHISHING SCAMS

US−CERT continues to receive reports of phishing scams that target online users and
Federal government web sites. US−CERT encourages users to report phishing
incidents based on the following guidelines:

Federal Agencies should report phishing incidents to US−CERT.
http://www.us−cert.gov/nav/report_phishing.html

Non−federal agencies and other users should report phishing incidents to Federal
Trade Commissions OnGuard Online. http://onguardonline.gov/phishing.html

Current Port Attacks

Top 10 Target Ports 1026 (win−rpc), 38566 (−−−), 6881 (bittorrent), 445
(microsoft−ds), 6346 (gnutella−svc), 113 (auth), 25 (smtp),
80 (www), 32788 (−−−), 135 (epmap)
Source: http://isc.incidents.org/top10.html; Internet Storm Center

To report cyber infrastructure incidents or to request information, please contact US−CERT at soc@us−cert.gov or visit
their Website: www.us−cert.gov.

Information on IT information sharing and analysis can be found at the IT ISAC (Information Sharing and Analysis Center)
Website: https://www.it−isac.org/.
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Commercial Facilities/Real Estate, Monument &Icons Sector

39.June 01, New York Times — Army Corps admits flaws in New Orleans levees. In a sweeping
new study of the causes of the disaster in New Orleans, the Army Corps of Engineers
acknowledged on Thursday, June 1, that the levees it built in the city were an incomplete and
inconsistent patchwork of protection, containing flaws in design and construction, and not built
to handle a hurricane anywhere near the size of Katrina. "The hurricane protection system in
New Orleans and southeast Louisiana was a system in name only," said the draft of the
nine−volume report. The region's network of levees, floodwalls, pumps and gates lacked any
built−in resilience that would have allowed the system to remain standing and provide
protection even if water flowed over the tops of levees and floodwalls, the report's investigators
found. Flaws in the levee design that allowed breaches in the city's drainage canals were not
foreseen, and those floodwalls failed even though the storm waters did not rise above the level
that the walls were designed to hold. "Regardless of breaching or no breaching, there would
have been massive flooding and losses" from Katrina, said Dr. Ed Link, the director of the
study and an engineering professor at the University of Maryland. "The losses were increased
because of the breaching that occurred," he said.
Report: https://ipet.wes.army.mil/
Source: http://www.nytimes.com/2006/06/01/us/01cnd−corps.html?hp&ex=
1149220800&en=8ac0ecfa22b1f7c8&ei=5094&partner=homepage

40.May 31, Associated Press — Radio repeaters rare in NYC skyscrapers. Nearly five years
after the September 11 attacks, most city skyscrapers still lack a potentially lifesaving piece of
equipment that allows firefighters to use walkie−talkies in the inner recesses of tall buildings, a
top fire official said Wednesday, May 31. Radio repeaters are found in only a scattering of
Manhattan buildings, fire department Deputy Commissioner Frank Cruthers said at a ceremony
celebrating the installation of a repeater system at one of the city's tallest towers. The 48−story
skyscraper at 4 Times Square is the world headquarters of Conde Nast Publications and the first
of eight buildings getting radio repeaters this year as a result of efforts by the Durst
Organization, one of the city's largest privately owned real estate firms. The repeater for the
Conde Nast building cost about $300,000. The system, which works like an antenna to boost
and relay signals, allows firefighters responding to emergencies to use their radios in places
signals have a tough time penetrating, including stairwells, basements and elevator shafts. The
new generation of repeater in the building at 4 Times Square is also capable of using
voice−over−Internet technology to relay phone calls from 911 dispatchers.
Source: http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20060601/ap_on_re_us/attacks_radi os

[Return to top]

General Sector

Nothing to report.
[Return to top]
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